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The Members and performing company of Lily White

Paul R. Foltz
Artistic Director 
2711 N. 4th St.
Harrisburg, PA 17110

18 July 1995

may seem, it is time for us to lay out a new two year Cal- 

underscore the word US! The Calendar must be presented to

the meeting on 13 August. Because it is very difficult to

for a general company mee 

able to there seems to

ting that the majority of people can make 

be a real reticence about expressing

have developed this questionnaire to collect your ideas and to create 

reflects what you want to do or see the Performing Company do. I can

enough the importance of your individual participation in this process. 

I cannot guess what you like or dislike - YOU MUST TELL ME!!!

Company have always been developed by group concensus and I, 

precedent continue. If you choose not to take the small 

to complete and return this survey, then do not complain if

think will further our mission.

to answer these twelve questions, 

can. There will be a box for you

listing your ideas as 

to leave your completed

Pride Festival or you may return them in the mail to me

Regardless of the method, PLEASE return the form no later than

AUGUST 1995 and PLEASE PARTICIPATE!!!

year plan we have been operating on was developed as a blueprint for 

To jog your memories, it goes like this:

Dear Friends;

As unbelievable as it 

endar of events, and I do 

our Board for approval at 

find a time/place

and even when we are 

your opinions, I 

a calendar that 

not underscore

I'm not a mindreader - 

The productions of this 

for one, want to see that 

amount of time necessary

we do shows that you don’t

Please, take the time 

fully and completely as you

forms in at our booth at the 

at the above address.

MONDAY 7

The two

future seasons.

Year 1

Late October - Bar Night/Show 
Early December - Holiday Show 
Feb/March - Bar Night/Show
April - Spring Show at the Carriage House 
May/June - Bar Night/Show
July - Hotel Show

Year 2

Late October - Bar Night/Show 
Early December - Holiday Cabaret 
Feb/March - Bar Night/Show
April - Spring Show in the Carriage House 
May/June - Bar Night/show 
July - Play at Open Stage

1993 - 94

Halloween at the Tunes
Broadway Angel
Strawberry Cabaret
Loose in Paradise
Strawberry & Neptunes
Lily in La La Land

1994 - 95

Strawberry Inn
Lily White Christmas Twee
Neptune
Poodles, Parking & Pigskin Preppies 
Strawberry Inn Show, Tunes Bar Nite 
A Quiet End



Please take a few moments to think about these past two years. Consider cast size, 

preparation time, technical and support time/assistance, audience attendence and reaction, 

costs ( the major Summer shows average about $4000.00 in expenses, the smaller events 

range between $500.00 to 1500.00 each) as well as any other details you can recall. 

Think about the questions on the following pages and please PRINT your responses in the 

the spaces provided. Use extra sheets of paper if you need to but be sure to number 

your response so I know which question that you are addressing. Remember - there are 

no right or wrong answers here - it is your opinions, impressions and suggestions 

that are needed and wanted.

Thanks for co-operating



1. The overall quality of the shows have been wonderful. I feel the hotel show was the 

best of them all but I like big shows. I think we were cheated at our Spring show because 

of the way the tickets were handled, but live and learn.

2. On my personal experience I would like to see more shows but I know that would not 

possible because of other interest the company members have.

3.1 think all aspects of shows go over very well. The audience's appeal is they are there to 

have a good time and they know that we are doing our part in the community as well as 

they are also doing a little for the community.

4. That would be very hard to do because I am not as "sick as the people who think up 

our shows" They do a very good job at putting shows together, everybody love our shows 

the way they are.

5.The summer shows by all means!!!! It was so grand to perform in front of so many 

people it was a confidence builder for me. I feel our worst was the spring show when we 

had to perform with very few in our audience.



6. Hold a special Lily Day Membership Drive or hold a special audition day.

7. I am not sure of the answer for this I was very disappointed at all the publicity 

we did for the Quiet End and we just did not pull the people we thought were 

going to. We tried but I think Harrisburg is a little uptight yet.

8. Hold a Supporting Members Day or some function where the supporting members 

get to be made feel special.

9. Yes ,N0, Yes, 1 think we should do the play but I think our audience would like to see 

a musical variety instead.

10.1 feel a great loss at the end of a show. I know its a lot of work to do a show 

but two major shows a year would be great .

11. None right now

12. I think our biggest problem is company dedication to shows and rehearsals the 

biggest feed back that I hear is how come some people know there words and some 

people don't. I think that if we are in rehearsal for a show that we need to address the 

need for people to do there homework. The other thing is rehearsals people need to be 

there. If they are going to commit to a show then they should do whole heartedly not half 

ass. It really affects our shows audience size. People are more apt to come to the show 

and spend more money if they are getting a good performance. Maybe we should cut back 

on numbers for the performers that are not comfortable performing or feel that they cant 

pull it off by show time. Or put the performers that are having problems in more group 



numbers and less solo numbers who knows what the solutions should be. There are only a 

few members that take a show serious and it show in their performance . Maybe we 

should hold meetings after the shows and view a video of ourselves and do constructive 

critisim on the show, I don't know what will work be we as a company have to do 

something.



CALENDAR SURVEY PAGE 1

/•

1) How do you feel about the overall quality of presentations over the past two years? 

What were our strongest points? Weakest points?

pr&JfC'

be ^-pe^r^erS

2)

3)

How do you feel about the quantity of 

too much, too litle or Just Right!

presentations over the past two years? Was it

you feel work best in terms of A) Fundraising,

5/,^s
/5 T^r 7^

yX'S'-^f T S 6^^ <7

What types of shows/entertainments do

B) Audience appeal, C) Personal Enjoyment?

-Z A p Sync /’Aerne-

/(a <7 3

yL 3^7^ (/J&c//<r~/

4) What would be the ideal show/entertainment/event to do if you could put the whole 

thing together start to finish? , y /X /^e C&v' Sb^ 7^.
'fa/ea a 3 a^7
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5) What have we done that in your opinion, was our most successful event? What made 

it so successful? What was our worst or most disappointing event? Why was it so?

style, audience reaction as well

P m ba be

(Please consider all the aspects - type of show, 
as funds raised)

<?r<ra r

6) What can we do that would attract n :w performers to :he Company?

'VSy^C ™ b 

be yan b

bx3<^by aJ<3n b 5 -b? be

p/3y5. 3^3^^.

7) What can we do that will attract new audiences to our vents?
/^SS 'yiseeny yrdbucb/a/?^5" , A^c'-yzX'

pccip^-C CU/ // &7'-/r<3<e ‘bcre/ ~/<2 czcy/r>r>) '& /

8) What suggestions/ideas do you have to increase our general Supporting Membership?

pSp. b C/5~b be -bbe

yje & rC 3,n<b peryyu^sc/^c^

pyrd- ra/SC rS ZlOb'C

ej^rng-. pap pe&p/c

yy^o/c>/<e

<35
3 /&-f~



PAGE 3CALENDAR SURVEY

9) It has been proposed to rework and 

do you feel about this idea?

restage BROADWAY ANGEL for this Christmas. How

/$

10) It has been suggested that we are

course of action 

two large events

- • - ---- > too overextended

would be to restrict ourselves to 
in any season. How do you feel about this idea?

for our size and our wisest

one major event or at most

of .project is need^to stimulate the

<5>x7<r/ ^/sC C 5 '

yp scad's

Z/naz/tr pZaeaeS. Si z'my

pj///r pc SX? z

11) It has been suggested that a greater diversity
Performing Company’s growth - projects like a prom night, celebrity auction, live 

music reviews etc. How do you feel about this idea? Is there a pet project that 

do? Give usyou have always wanted the Performing Company to
J- s ^nfsSeeZ m

pZays - -2 mean

eZ-Az/eZrcn '5 ■ZAea'/er.

the details!

<3 s'-)?-/

/c<SC Y&C!
biggest problems/difficulties/challenges facing 

How can these areas be addressed? What insights can

(ziv-^ ryiCQr'i'S t^y/^eTezS,

12) What do you perceive are the 

Lily White & Co. at present?
you offer for the development of our next two year calendar? What should definitely 

be included and what excluded? Please add any particular gripes you may have and

suggest solutions for them so the situation(s) will not recur. Fetl free to say 

anything! I left you the whole back of this page fe<< your answer

7^ S'

I

y

^/sams? <>

2- c/szSZ



&/-//x7t/J/7 <7-^ /?<?<&&/<— &J&?7*cr<'/ /be~

/r> ^C ^Z2^/X^5</ /?<wfcr
c^r/^t 

. /'Y/X'/ fTJYfre ^Z/^)/^//^ Y?6c^S -Zd Z<y
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1) How do you feel about the overall quality of presentations over the past two years? 

What were our strongest points? Weakest points? s

-7 Z~7. ■
C 'J z j , , «- /,n^

2) How do you feel about the quantity of presentations over the past two years? Was it 

too much, too litle or Just Right!

3)

Z3-

What types of shows/entertainments do you feel work best in terms of A) Fundraising, 

B) Audience appeal, C) Personal Enjoyment?

\J -JbJ-X Zb xz^-^o^ but /C

4) What would be the ideal show/entertainment/event to do if you could put the whole 

thing together start to finish?
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5) What have we done that in your opinion, was our most successful event? What made 

it so successful? What was our worst or most disappointing event? Why was it so? 

(Please consider all the aspects - type of show, style, audience reaction as well 
as funds raised)

4-

uwMeX ,

6) What can we do that would attract new performers to the Company?

cZ-Ot-*^ - o^L-c/-

“ ’. . r>__< /yumeJto S«tJ <7~^ «-Zftcr C3o
M C^et Qty

f - !7

7) What can we do that will attract new audiences to our events?

A?^vTYf- / zX+r<7^7"

/Yv?Ct 4-J-y a)/hjT ]Z) ^-y

8) What suggestions/ideas do you have to increase our general Supporting Membership? 
rV7/u n r^c

tc.xrZ^, J-t.
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QA T , , Q„nrk and restage BROADWAY ANGEL for this Christmas. How
9) It has been proposed to rework a &

O'- ~

10)

11)

it has been suggested that «e are too overextended for our site and our wisest 

course of action would be to restrict ourselves to one major event or at most

1 o ovpnts in any season. How do you feel about this idea?
WO arg - / /Z? wu-td <a-^ +
. / ^r< Z J / '

1
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suggested that a greater diversity of project is needajto stimulate the 

projects like a prom night, celebrity auction, live 

. How do you feel about this idea? Is there a pet project that 

have always wanted the Performing Company to do? Give us the details!

fc/CxTeOLd

It has been
Performing Company’s growth - 

music reviews etc 

you

/KZ /'
0 frri pasr'-'j ■ '

12) What do you perceive are the biggest problems/difficulties/challenges facing 

Lily White & Co. at present? How can these areas be addressed? What insights can 

you offer for the development of our next two year calendar? What should definitely 

be included and what excluded? Please add any particular gripes you may have and 

suggest solutions for them so the situation(s) will not recur. Fetl free to say 

anything! I left you the whole back of this page f#^ your answer





July 25, 1994

Paul,

I hope you don't mind if I respond to your survey in my own way. Since I haven't been 
performing for a while, I found this method easier. Besides, now that I have a computer I 
hate using handwriting. (Isn't it pathetic!)

I also feel that I must preface any comments about LILY & CO. with the statement that 
anything you do is terrific because of the reason you are doing it. You should not be 
worrying about audience building or increasing supporting membership. You should not

Your strongest point is your variety of material. I would also be amiss if I didn't say 
some of your performers should be listed among your strong points. However, you 
know I'm not one to mention names -at least on paper. The tight-knit theme shows 
are always the most enjoyable, creative and enthusiastic.

One of the weaknesses that I see from an audience member's and past performer's 
view is the use of your personel. If you want to improve the quality of your shows, 
you need to use your better performers more. I sometimes sit out there and think 
"Why is this person doing this?"

I understand the philosophy of everyone getting their fair share (and I know that is 
an oversimplification), I just don't agree with it in an artistic production. 
Opportunities for everyone? YES! Fair share? NO! Perhaps one answer is to have 
people audition for numbers before a casting committee. No one (except 
Lily)automatically gets a number. A little motivation never hurt anyone. It also 
serves to bring some people back to earth (and I can testify to that).

2. QUANTITY OF PRODUCTIONS
If it makes money, I'm not going to argue with it. However, a few burnt-out cast 
members and directors might have something else to say.

3. a.FUNDRAISING
Only your treasurer knows for sure!

3.b.AUDIENCE  APPEAL
Theme shows

3.c.PERSONAL ENJOYMENT
Of course, the theatre productions are my favorite.



4. THE IDEAL ENTERTAINMENT

Since my ideal entertainment is a personal fantasy, I will make do with these 
suggestions'.
A small song and dance cabaret using 5 men who can sing and dance.

Or, doing something like BROADWAY ANGEL with out tape and with actors.
Do a RUDICULUOS THEATRE play as a ridiculous play, not a drag show.

5. BEST AND WORST
Best - A QUIET END

Super talent and direction. I was proud of what our community produced. 
Worst - BROADWAY ANGEL

I thought it was fighting with itself over what it wanted to be and I got 
caught in the war.

6. NEW MEMBERS
It depends on what kind of performer you're looking for. I feel productions such as 
QUIET END would certainly attract people with interest in acting. If you want 
people who can act and do drag, then create venues that are interesting to them 
(Charles Busch). If you want drag queens have an open call at Friday Happy 
Hour.

7. ATTRACTING NEW AUDIENCES
I'm not going to subject you to my opinion on marketing. Someday we'll have 
lunch!

8.INCREASING SUPPORTING MEMBERS
Have a memership drive over the course of a few weeks (like they annoy you 
with at WITF). But it works. Install members at locations taking pledges and/or 
cash towards membership. After a few reminders people will be more likely to 
give.
Perhaps one person who is a supporting member and on the board could be in 
charge of your supporting members. Give them incentives such as early ticket 
purchases for reserved events. Have a special show/reception for them once a year.

9.BROADWAY ANGEL
I think I already answered ^us-question.



1 o. OVEREXTENDED
Perhaps another option is to restructure. Have a base group and a touring group. 
Do shows that use less people.

ll.DIVERSITY/PET PAROJECT
Diversity would certainly increase your audience potential.

Personally, I am only interested in theatrical & live productions at this point.
A live musical "cabaret" with a small group of people who know what they're 
doing would be a possibility.

12.BIGGEST PROBLEM
I think T TT Y & CO. is coming to a point where they must make a decision about a 
direction to grow in. That is a difficult time for every organization.
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1)

2)

How do you feel about the overall quality of presentations over the past two years?

What were our strongest points? Weakest points?

V¥>/k the. tycep//on of /kt dramas, F fee/ fhaf the yus/z/y of our 
pre sen ta //ons /jj dec/zned oi^er the past 2 years. F a/fr/kufe. 

the dec/me fo •
/) Fa/ture. fa znyo/ve our kesf peop/e /n the creative pr ocess-
2) Lack of prep ar a f/on and yer era/ dzsc/pl/re on /kc part of performers 
3j Faz/ure fa cr'/zyue, skoy/s af/er f/e. fac( whe fker or not the show 

is a fmanc/a f success.
r,.an jf///*3 rea/isfic view of f/e numker of stows we- 
/^the7 quantity of presentations over the past two years? Was it

or Just Right!
(af /east for the num

4)hack of orojn/raf/o 
How do yo'u'Tee'r abou^'^hZ

too much, too litle 
Pefzn/fe/y foe muck . 
keen wz/tm

the same peop/e who do a// the work. 
suffer erf -> Fc/FFonr .

ter of peop 
y to on f/>e. pro du c /tons key# nd pun/.

kas

de, who hive 
'ff an a dress.

AC wonder " yu a /s /y "
/

3) What types of shows/entertainments do you feel work best in terms of A) Fundraising,

B) Audience appeal, C) Personal Enjoyment?
Af3 f C. ’ FkoiWc wh/ef are c/ever/y con ce / ye fwet/ rehearsed^ and 

pro fe ss /o n a//y eXecuhe d ho ft arf/st/ca/fy arc/ 
tec/nzea/fy.

4) What would be the ideal show/entertainment/event to do if you could put the whole

thing together start to finish?

/ pfay or mus/ca/i preferak/y a comedy } wk/ck /nyo/ves a yay 
theme and/or charac/ers wh/cf appear //) c/ray (ma/e °r fe nna/e) 
arc/ wh/ck wou/d kt per forme d f/vc, (or w/tk jus/ fke miAsic hemy 
//p synee d) . dkar/es Cush

fi/d/cu/ous The 2/re Co

etc ■



5)

6)

7)

What have we done that in your opinion, was our most successful event? What made 

it so successful? What was our worst or most disappointing event? Why was it so? 

(Please consider all the aspects - type of show, style, audience reaction as well 
as funds raised) 
Con si de rmj the type
(/raised is a var/ab/e o 
f fee/ fha/ "//ysfery o, 
success even fhouyh >/ was a bi/f/e /emjf/y • 
uni ver sat appeaf wort derfub/y creative, sonys/ 
and ckoreojrapky and the a u d/ e n c e, /oved if. 
Pt^d/es; Parfmjj y Wfjf /he most dmappom.

What7 can *we do ‘that would attract new performers to the Company? 

tack To fhe bastes .

Produce shows 
pro c/ucf/on vafues)

of show, sty/e and audience reaction on/y 
aer which we hare, /d/te *r no con/ro/) 
f fhe fYor/d' was our jreates/ ar/csf/c. 

This show fad a 
, c e /' 11 e zi t fj j my

f my as if ivji poor ty 

Qua/ify over pMnfify ■

which because. of their cm yu&, ere at'/ re. pdefs and 
) w//t /n ferret the area a best performers

(m os / af wkio m we /no w / ■ //& /d a is d / f'ton s. fe ward f/os e wh o
de mo n sfrafe a w/ //'mjness fo Worf hard, d/re up on, the rdea 
fhaf everyone, should /aye a so/o or major ro/e, whether or rtof 
they put forth the required effort. Pro fess/ona / / sm w//f a/fracf
the best performers. (// /east d seems to Work that way for HCf)
what can we zdo that will attract new audiences to our events?

We shou/d te. more con cerned ab*uf yef/my /ack the 
used fo fave.. Produce- shows which are cons/sfant/y 
events and the, audience w//t f/nd cis.

8)

aud/e n re. We, 
knyh ^ua/ify,

Membership?What suggestions/ideas do you have to increase our general Supporting

44/7£ • annua/farjefmy fo/h renewj/s
and new should be, . su ff/c/e/i /, pr oy/ ded we de re/op
and maintain a reputat/on for domj jua/ify work-

W hat does /his fio n have fo do with the. da/endar d
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a to rework and restage BROADWAY ANGEL for this Christinas. How9) It has been proposed to reworx ana lesu s

do you feel about this idea?
// ^feres/ef /n bemd /n fhe show, b<^T} >T w

decsfn M enlde h J» e, I fee/tip deny
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if T./f/that 2 are too<^i««^ded.for our size and our wisest 

restrict ourselves to one major event or at most

How do you feel about this idea?
course of action would be to 

two large events in any season.
i I 

I. Ayree . ! 

freferjb/p one. /nee/iam 
3 /?zzmber of ffsr N/fer

gnc/ one. hrye even/ per w/Ph

jr pre-e/enf fi/nc/rr/sers.

11) It has been suggested that a greater diversity of project is needajto stimulate the 

Performing Company's growth - projects like a prom night, celebrity auction, live 

music reviews etc. How do you feel about this idea? Is there a pet project that 

you have always wanted the Performing Company to do? Give us the details! 

from or PN/ebnfy /fucf/cn w// shwhfe f/e Performing
fomprn/r jrow/P- The/ sbou/cf noP Pierer, bef/5 reysr J J 
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12) What do you perceive are the biggest problems/difficulties/challenges facing 

Lily White & Co. at present? How can these areas be addressed? What insights can 

you offer for the development of our next two year calendar? What should definitely 

be included and what excluded? Please add any particular gripes you may have and 

suggest solutions for them so the situation(s) will not recur. Fetl free to say 

anything! I left you the whole back of this page fe^your answer
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a
1) How do you feel about the overall quality of presentations over the past two years? 

What were our strongest points? Weakest points?
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2) How do you feel about the quantity of presentations over the past two years? Was it 

too much, too litle or Just Right! (C>& I
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3) What types of shows/entertainments do you feel work best in terms of A) Fundraising, 

B) Audience appeal, C) Personal Enjoyment?

4) What would be the ideal show/entertainment/event to do if you could put the whole

thing together start to finish? JtdxJ2-
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5) What have we done that in your opinion, was our most successful event? What made 

it so successful? What was our worst or most disappointing event? Why was it so? 

(Please consider all the aspects - type of show, style, audience reaction as well 
as funds raised)
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6) What can we do that would attract new performers to the Company?
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7) What can we do that will attract new audiences to our events?
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8) What suggestions/ideas do you have to increase our general Supporting Membership?
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9) It has been proposed to rework and restage BROADWAY ANGEL for this Christmas. Hew 

do you feel about this idea?
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11) It has been suggested that a greater diversity of project is needojto stimulate the 

Performing Company's growth - projects like a prom night, celebrity auction, live 

music reviews etc. How do you feel about this idea? Is there a pet project that 

you have always wanted the Performing Company to do? Give us the details!
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12) What do you perceive are the biggest problems/difficulties/challenges facing 

Lily White & Co. at present? How can these areas be addressed? What insights can 

you offer for the development of our next two year calendar? What should definitely 

be included and what excluded? Please add any particular gripes you may have and 

suggest solutions for them so the situation(s) will not recur. Fetl free to say 

anything! I left you the whole back of this page f©<^ your answer
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1) How do you feel about the overall quality of presentations over the past two years? 

What were our strongest points? Weakest points?
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5) What have we done that in your opinion, was our most successful event? What made 

it so successful? What was our worst or most disappointing event? Why was it so? 

(Please consider all the aspects - type of show, style, audience reaction as well
as funds raised) h
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9) It has been proposed to rework and restage BROADWAY ANGEL for this Christmas. How 

do you feel about this idea? /
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11) It has been suggested that a greater diversity of project is needojto stimulate the 

Performing Company’s growth - projects like a prom night, celebrity auction, live 

music reviews etc. How do you feel about this 
you have always wanted the Performing Company to do? Give us the details!
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12) What do you perceive are the biggest problems/difficulties/challenges facing 

Lily White & Co. at present? How can these areas be addressed? What insights can 

you offer for the development of our next two year calendar? What should definitely 

be included and what excluded? Please add any particular gripes you may have and 

suggest solutions for them so the situation(s) will not recur. Fetl free to say 

anything! I left you the whole back of this page f#<H your answer
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1) How do you feel about the overall quality of presentations over the past two years?

What were our strongest points? Weakest points?
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B) Audience appeal, C) Personal Enjoyment?
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5) What have we done that in your opinion, was our most successful event? What made 

it so successful? What was our worst or most disappointing event? Why was it so? 

(Please consider all the aspects - type of show, style, audience reaction as well 
as funds raised)
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6) What can we do that would attract new performers to the Company? 
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7) What can we do that will attract new audiences to our events?

8) What suggest Ions/Ideas do you have to Increase our general Supporting Membership?
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9) It has been proposed to rework and restage BROADWAY ANGEL for this Christmas. How 

do you feel about this idea? _
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10) It has been suggested that we are too overextended for our size and our wisest 

course of action would be to restrict ourselves to one major event or at most 

two large events in any season. How do you feel about this idea?

/

11) It has been suggested that a greater diversity of project is needdto stimulate the 

Performing Company’s growth - projects like a prom night, celebrity auction, live 

music reviews etc. How do you feel about this idea? Is there a pet project that 

you have always wanted the Performing Company to do? Give us the details!
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12) What do you perceive are the biggest problems/difficulties/challenges facing 

Lily White & Co. at present? How can these areas be addressed? What insights can 

you offer for the development of our next two year calendar? What should definitely 

be included and what excluded? Please add any particular gripes you may have and 

suggest solutions for them so the situation(s) will not recur. Fetl free to say 

anything! I left you the whole back of this page fc<* your answer
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5) What have we done that in your opinion, was our most successful event? What made 

it so successful? What was our worst or most disappointing event? Why was it so’ 

(Please consider all the aspects - type of show, style, audience reaction as well 
as funds raised)

6) What can we do that would attract new performers to the Company?

7) What can we do that will attract new audiences to our events?
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12) What do you perceive are the biggest problems/difficulties/challenges facing 

Lily White & Co. at present? How can these areas be addressed? What insights can 

you offer for the development of our next two year calendar? What should definitely 

be included and what excluded? Please add any particular gripes you may have and 

suggest solutions for them so the situation(s) will not recur. Fetl free to say 

anything! I left you the whole back of this page f©<»l your answer
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5) What have we done that in your opinion, was our most successful event? What made 

it so successful? What was our worst or most disappointing event? Why was it so? 

(Please consider all the aspects - type of show, style, audience reaction as well 
as funds raised)
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6) What can we do that would attract new performers to the Company?
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7) What can we do that will attract new audiences to our events?

8) What suggestions/ideas do you have to increase our general Supporting Membership?
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you have always wanted the Performing Company to do? Give us the details!
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11) It has been suggested that a greater diversity of project is needojto stimulate the 

Performing Company's growth - projects like a prom night, celebrity auction, live 

music reviews etc. How do you feel about this idea? Is there a pet project that 

you have always wanted the Performing Company to do? Give us the details!
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12) What do you perceive are the biggest problems/difficulties/challenges facing 

Lily White & Co. at present? How can these areas be addressed? What insights can 

you offer for the development of our next two year calendar? What should definitely 

be included and what excluded? Please add any particular gripes you may have and 

suggest solutions for them so the situation(s) will not recur. Fetl free to say 

anything! I left you the whole back of this page ft><9, your answer
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Lily White & Co. at present? How can these areas be addressed? What insights can 
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1) How do you feel about the overall quality of presentations over the past two years? 

What were our strongest points? Weakest points?

Best quality: "A Quiet End."
Great number: "One Day More" at Hbg. Hotel show.

These will never be forgotten.

Of course, anything that Lily White does personally, is superior.

Weakest points: When the drags mess up their lip sync (or do 
not do it at all) and mess up their choreography.

' *

2) How do you feel about the quantity of presentations over the past two years? Was it 

too much, too litle or Just Right!

I think there were too many drag shows; however, if the public 
demand is there, go for it!

3) What types of shows/entertainments do you feel work best in terms of A) Fundraising, 

B) Audience appeal, C) Personal Enjoyment?

A) The cabaret drag shows in the bars—they are inexpensive to 
produce. (I also enjoy the dinners at the Paper Moon.)

B) The cabaret drag shows in the bars. These seem to be the only 
shows the "bar gays" will attend. We go to them; they do not 
have to come to us, and they can booze it up, be loud & silly.

C) I like good theater--great drag shows, good theater pieces, 
good choreography, great costumes, the whole ball of wax.

4) What would be the ideal show/entertainment/event to do if you could put the whole 

thing together start to finish?

I’m not sure. Perhaps have Lily White do "Victor/VictOria"?*

Some kind of really good drag show (oops, female illusionist show) 
where the lip sync is perfect and the dance steps are precision! 
Then I could brag to all my straight friends about how we are as 
good as New York or Atlantic City.

•if- Victoria/Victor?
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5) What have we done that in your opinion, was our most successful event? What made 

it so successful? What was our worst or most disappointing event? Why was it so? 

(Please consider all the aspects - type of show, style, audience reaction as well
as funds raised)

The hotel shows (as they are ohe show only) seem to draw well- 
however, they are tech nightmares.

Lily White & Company is still best known for the drag shows, as 
are escapes from reality.

The attendance for "A Quiet 2nd” was disappointing...Some gays said 
that it was too sad a show. However, those who did attend the plav 
told me they thought it was great.

6) What can we do that would attract new performers to the Company?

Talk to prospective performers. Use a positive attitude. Tell them 
about our mission, our purpose, how much fun they can be to do.* 
In other words, we all need to keep up the good PR in all areas.

We need to seek out more responsible, reliable company members. 
This is very difficult, as past years have shown. There is never 
an easy solution.
* How much fun the shows can be to do.

7) What can we do that will attract new audiences to our events?

Continue to broaden the repertoire. If we maintain our 
professionalism, word will get around and more people will 
wish tickets. Straights will buy tickets to good drag shows.

Some of our present performers seem to think that, no matter how 
sloppy they do their numbers, their friends will still buy tickets, 
as they are beautiful]

NOTE: I did not see one black person in the audience at "A Quiet
End.” Why? I wonder.

8) What suggestions/ideas do you have to increase our general Supporting Membership?

Again, talk Lily White & Company up, ask people if they would like 
to be a member and/or help with shows. ($15 is cheap.) I think 
good PR in all areas is vital. The PR needs to go beyond the gay bars.

The membership list as well as the mailing list should be kept 
up-to-date.
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«. nx u - vownrk and restage BROADWAY ANGEL for9) It has been proposed to rework ana resiag
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10)
It has been suggested that we are too overextended for our size and our wisest 

course of action would be to restrict ourselves to one major event or at most 

two large events in any season. How do you feel about this idea?

I agree.

11) It has been suggested that a greater diversity of project is needojto stimulate the 

Performing Company's growth - projects like a prom night, celebrity auction, live 

music reviews etc. How do you feel about this idea? Is there a pet project that 

you have always wanted the Performing Company to do? Give us the details!

I’m not keen on a prom night or a celebrity auction. A live 
music review, if we could pull it off, would be fun. I love the 
plays and the drag shows, if they are quality.

A live cabaret would be great, but, at the present time, I don't 
think we have enough talent.

Could a prom night really be profitable?

12) What do you perceive are the biggest problems/difficulties/challenges facing 

Lily White & Co. at present? How can these areas be addressed? What insights can 

you offer for the development of our next two year calendar? What should definitely 

be included and what excluded? Please add any particular gripes you may have and 

suggest solutions for them so the situation(s) will not recur. Fetl free to say 

anything! I left you the whole back of this page fe<^ your answer



Biggest problem: We are a mobile company. <<e must cart, usually, 
all our lights and sound equipment. We must constantly be looking 
for a place to do a show——not tacky or cramped. It s just a 
shame we cannot find a room that seats about 100 where people 
can drink. (I know, this Is Harrisburg, Pa., not NYC.)

Difficulties: We need to seek out more qualified performers and
more good tech people. (I know, thisis Harrisburg, Pa., not NYC.)

Challenges: After ”A Quiet End,” to try to top this. When you
are good, people always expect you to be good. 4e should not 
slide backward. We have a reputation to uphold. Everyone 
associated with Lily White & Company should be very proud of 
”A Quiet End,” and we need to keep this incentive going.
A huge challenge would be to find vehicles--plays, shows--quality 
vehicles, with audience appeal.

I have no quick fixes or magic solutions for the company, except 
to continue to plug away, do your absolute best (you do, Paul, 
but so should everybody else) keep your wits about you and use 
some common sense; then, have fun with it.

(I know, this is Harrisburg, Pa., not NYC.)

What did someone once say? ”Give ’em what they want! But, be 
damn good at it. Jet off the stage, making them want more.
Then start planning the next show.
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1) How do you feel about the overall quality of presentations over the past two years? 

What were our strongest points? Weakest points?
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4) What would be the ideal show/entertainment/event to do if you could put the whole

thing together start to finish? . ic
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5) What have we done that in your opinion, was our most successful event? What made 

it so successful? What was our worst or most disappointing event? Why was it so? 

(Please consider all the aspects - type of show, style, audience reaction as well 
as funds raised) /Zr /^-^Z 5A?.7^ e
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6) What can we do that would attract new performers to the Company?

7) What can we do that will attract new audiences to our events?

) '» )

8) What suggestions/ideas do you have to increase our general Supporting Membership?
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12) What do you perceive are the biggest problems/difficulties/challenges facing 

Lily White & Co. at present? How can these areas be addressed? What insights can 

you offer for the development of our next two year calendar? What should definitely 

be included and what excluded? Please add any particular gripes you may have and

suggest solutions for them so the situation(s) will not recur. Fetl free to say 

anything! I left you the whole back of this page fec^ your answer ■
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3) What types of shows/entertainments do you feel work best in terms of A) Fundraising, 
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5) What have we done that in your opinion, was our most successful event? What made 

it so successful? What was our worst or most disappointing event? Why was it so? 

(Please consider all the aspects - type of show, style, audience reaction as well 
as funds raised)

7) What can we do that will attract new audiences to our events?

8) What suggestions/ideas do you have to increase our general Supporting Membership?
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